Lady Kwan Yin
Blessed one, this is Lady Kwan Yin with Master Irhaan Rae Chandran in
temple of the Jinnan temple in Shanghai. I wish to briefly talk about the
connection of Moon, the human spirit, human spirituality and human
evolution. Way above your head, about 1 meter above your head, there is
an energy. In fact it is a geometrical pattern which holds certain energies.
This energetic pattern has been there for long time.
We have been brought to the planet as a fortifying force, as a healing force
when the DNA was deliberately modified. It is like this, there is a wound
and there is a bandage to cover the wound. Same way when the DNA was
damaged, the council which oversees the evolution of the planet sent
energy here. This energy can rectify the damaged DNA. It is about 1 meter
above the head and shaped like a crescent moon and from this moon like a
pyramid going up. You draw a crescent moon and above it a pyramid, it is
something like that and colour is soft Platinum White. We want you to
meditate on this and bring this crescent moon in to your sternum area and
chant Aa..Ra..Ma.. Chant for 144 times Aa..Ra..Ma..
When you do this it will affect all 144 strands of the DNA. And when DNA
is affected, naturally the light from the DNA which is the original light
code placed in the DNA will be opened and will be available to you. You
will feel light inside your body. This will accelerate your Ascension process
and also will bring you back to your original energy of your DNA, because
in DNA you carry your original energy, the original light. You will be able
to access it. This original light means the light of Oneness, the light of
Unity. When you integrate this energy you slowly start to feel and know
that you are part of All and you will be able to experience it on daily basis
more and more.
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